Meet the Lead Artists of A Xmas Cuento Remix, each production. For wheelchair accessible restroom.

The multiple creative teams in multiple communities. Within a 12-month period, NNPN is an alliance of professional theatres that collaborate in innovative ways to develop, produce, and extend the life of new plays.

Daniel Valdez, Co-Composer & Co-Arranger

We were so fortunate to have multiple creative teams in multiple communities. Within a 12-month period, NNPN is an alliance of professional theatres that collaborate in innovative ways to develop, produce, and extend the life of new plays.

Premiere of A Xmas Cuento Remix is going to be a huge hit nationally—I think a lot of people, especially those familiar with the story, will love it.

Composition & Arrangements by Emiliano Valdez & Daniel Valdez!

There is a line in the play that one of the main characters says, 'Tú eres mi otro yo.' (You are my other me.) I'm just excited to be part of a production where I can show what my culture is.

The spirit of Christmas reminds us that we, as individuals, can be proponents of change. We can make a difference in our community, and within the people around us. It's easy to shut ourselves off, but we have the ability, if we work together, to really create a sweeter world.

If I do (You are my other me.)

A Christmas Carol

Opening Night is December 6. Performances are

7:00pm (Thu/Fri/Sat*) and 3:00pm (Sun),

Matinees are "Family Days" (evening weekend shows live 4-piece band, Bursting with composition and arrangements by Emiliano Valdez and Daniel Valdez!)
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There are many cultural references throughout the production. For example, there is a scene where the main character's mother sings "Mi Burrito Sabanero." There are also scenes where the characters sing "Sabanero," "Los Peces En El Río," and "Jingle Bells." You get those old traditional songs, but also modern pop style with our rendition of "Jingle Bells." You get those old traditional songs, but also modern pop style with our rendition of "Jingle Bells."

The music of A Xmas Cuento Remix is a fusion of traditional Latin American and modern Western music. The show features a live 4-piece band, Bursting with composition and arrangements by Emiliano Valdez and Daniel Valdez!
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In the Latino community we have these songs that we grew up with. As a bilingual artist, I love being able to incorporate them into the show. It's a way of connecting with my heritage and sharing it with others.
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